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FROM THE EDITOR

I

always feel as if I need an attitude
adjustment during this transition from the
warm and wonderful summer months to
the cold days of winter. Daylight Savings
Time ends. It’s dark outside at 4:30 in
the afternoon and, of course, the weather over
most of the United States is, well, wintery. I live
in California so I tell myself I should be able to
manage, but who knows what this winter will
bring. I already see snow-capped mountains of
the San Gabriel Mountain range and Mount Baldy
outside my bedroom window. I just need to learn
to ski.
Nonetheless, this weather reminds me of my
favorite destination: France! I love the people, the
food, the luxurious hotels, and the accents. Paris
is particularly beautiful in winter – the lights and
snow are illuminating. The Pyrenees mountains
are covered with snow and the towns surrounding
them are quaint. During my last trip to France,
I flew to Paris, Toulouse, Nice and Monaco and
frankly, I miss the James Bond Casino! I also
suggest renting a fast car so you can race through
the French Riviera.
Amazingly, I also toured some airplane factories,
of which there are many in this great country.
So as I am writing this from the cold state of
California (I am in the mountains so allow me
this), I hope you can also relive your favorite
winter travel destination.
Happy Holidays to all!

Rachel Friedman

Rachel B. Friedman
Editor, Contrails Embraer Magazine
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MEET THE MEMBER

MARCUS
ADOLFSSON

W

hat airplane(s)
do you fly and
how many
hours do you
have in it?

it is an awesome plane to fly along
the beach at 100 ft (500 ft away from
people or man-made objects, of
course). It is a very different flying
experience. In the Icon, a thousand
feet feels really high, and in the
Phenom, anything below 10,000 feet
I currently fly a 2011 Phenom 300
you feel like you are scraping the
and just finished 90 hours in type
ground. The challenge with the Icon is
now. I am the second owner of the
plane and it is in excellent shape. The that it is so easy to fly, it is easy to do
dumb stuff. You just fly it to have fun.
plane’s exterior is a uniquely allwhite “white tail,” which has grown
What attracted you to the
on me and I now prefer the clean
look. When was the last time you saw Phenom?
stripes on an exotic car?
Before the Phenoms, I flew an Eclipse
500 for eight years and over 1100
I love the range and the payload
hours (and before that the Cirrus
capability of the Phenom 300 – this
SR22). The Eclipse is an awesome
is the ultimate owner-pilot plane.
Previously I owned a Phenom 100 and plane for owner-pilots, but after years
of drama regarding the company’s
flew it 240 hours before upgrading.
viability, I was ready for a change.
The transition from the Phenom
100 to the Phenom 300 was very
After the Eclipse, I planned to go
straightforward – they really should
into a Mustang but I wanted a
share the same type rating.
different interior style.
For fun flying, I have an Icon A5.
Living on the west coast of Florida,
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When a JetAviva broker mentioned I
could get into a Phenom 100 for “just”
a bit more, my interested piqued. I did
a test flight and wow. The cabin fit
and finish was top for its class, and
the cockpit felt like a mini-airliner.
The yoke sits just far enough away
that it is not in your way (I was used
to side sticks) and nice touches like
the PTT button near glareshield sealed
the deal. I liked that when taxiing you
sit very high, looking down at hold
short lines over the nose instead of
through the side window. The design
was also mature, so most troublesome
parts had been redesigned (mostly on
Embraer’s dime).

What are your favorite
vacation spots?
Someplace I haven’t been yet - I love to
explore new areas. The additional range of
the Phenom 300 opens up new weekend
trip destinations and will make going to
Europe much easier. I did two Atlantic
crossings in the Eclipse and am looking
forward to skipping the Greenland stop

Photos:

Left:
Phenom 300
Right:
Marc, traveling
with family

on my next trip to Sweden. When the kids What drew you to flying?
are out of the house, I would love to do
Like most children I looked to
an around-the-world trip in the plane.
the sky at some point and always
Maybe both west and east directions!
wanted to be a pilot, so as soon as I
had the means and time to learn, I
What was your favorite
jumped on the opportunity.
things about flying to

Sweden?

Crossing the Skagerrak sea and the
Swedish coastline in my own plane,
some twenty years after I emigrated
as a teenager was a pretty special
feeling. It is also exciting flying in a
slightly different system, where you
don’t quite know the “dance” as well
as you know the FAA ATC operations.

Favorite flying experience?
So many amazing memories from
when the kids were younger that
were only made possible by General
Aviation: My youngest son went
through a “roller coaster enthusiast”
phase, so we took a day trip from
Florida to Cedar Point, Ohio. My
oldest son wanted to go to a football
kicking camp in Wisconsin on short
notice, so I dropped him off (and was
able to go by Oshkosh on the same
trip). Countless ski trips, including
blowing a tire while landing in Eagle.
Now with the additional seats in the
Phenom 300, we are able to bring the
family and both set of parents along
for getaways. Ground logistics for that
many people is starting to become
more challenging than the flying!

Up until this year, I have always been
an entrepreneur at the intersection of
tech media and online retail.

During college, I launched a website
about portable digital assistants, the
predecessor to today’s smartphones.
I grew that into Smartphone
From past experience as a passenger
Experts, an online retailer of
on smaller planes, I knew that I was
smartphone accessories and, rode
sensitive to motion sickness. I did a lot the wave as the smartphone went
of research, and it all indicated that with from a niche gadget to the most
exposure to the flying environment,
popular consumer item in the world.
the body would adjust and over time, it By 2007, we ranked as the fastestwould become a non-issue.
growing retailer on the Inc. 500 list.
To really commit to becoming a
pilot, I decided to purchase a plane
to ensure there was no backing
out. Being a technology guy, I was
attracted to the glass cockpit and
sleekness of the Cirrus, so I ordered
a new Cirrus SR22. My first lessons
were on the delivery flights from
Duluth back to Florida.

Increased competition started to take
its toll, so in 2011, we deemphasized
the retailer operations and shifted
focused back on our websites. Now
rebranded to Mobile Nations, we
went beyond catering to only tech
enthusiasts and started producing
content empowering everyday
consumers to make smarter
purchase decisions and get the most
out of their tech-enabled lives. The
strategy paid off: about 40 million
users per month now visit our sites,
and the company was acquired by
Future Plc, a British media company,
in February 2019 for $115 million.

Learning to fly in a Cirrus was an
amazing experience, so I never went
through the “joy” of flying a beatup 172. And sure enough, after 20-30
hours of flying, the motion sickness
issue was completely gone. As a
side benefit, I also lost 30 lbs during
training between filling a barf bag after I am currently leading Future Labs,
each early lesson and having a limited a division within Future that is
appetite for the rest of the day…
focused on innovation with the goal
of integrating proven new initiatives,
What is your career
businesses, tools, and processes into
background?
the enterprise once they have reached
a suitable level of maturity. C
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ASSOCIATION MESSAGE

EJOA exists to promote and facilitate, for its members, the exchange of
information related to the ownership, operation and acquisition of these fine
aircraft. We also promote and facilitate the exchange of information between
our members and Embraer Executive Jets, its suppliers and vendors.
Additionally, we organize periodic meetings for education
and social exchange among our members.
Once again this year, we have partnered with Embraer to
host the annual EJOA / Embraer Executive Jets Services
conference starting May 3rd in New Orleans, Louisiana.
This issue of Contrails contains additional information on this
year’s first-rate event.

EJOA MEMBER BENEFITS
EXCLUSIVE WEBSITE ACCESS FOR:
•
•
•

•

Online Forum to share information, ask questions and
get answers from fellow owners and operators.
Digital access to technical and experiential articles,
checklists, service bulletin and maintenance manual
information.
Contact information for companies that provide
products and services to the Phenom / Legacy / Praetor
communities, including factory-authorized service
centers.
Comprehensive archived collection of presentations
from past annual conferences.

CONFERENCES:
EJOA has teamed with Embraer Executive Jets Services to
present the annual joint conference, featuring two and a half
days of informative briefings on Safety, Training, Maintenance
and Insurance/Tax/Finance topics. Attendees also receive the
latest factory information on service bulletins, modifications
and upgrades to your specific airframe, engines and avionics.
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ADVOCACY:
The collective voice of hundreds of Members is heard
and respected by Embraer, and its engine, avionics,
major component and service suppliers.

RECENT FEEDBACK FROM OUR MEMBERS…
“The Forum is great for sharing information and
learning from those who have been doing this
for awhile!”
“Attending the joint conference with EJOA and
Embraer every year is time well-spent. It’s an
opportunity to learn from our peers and fellow
owners, as well as a chance to get face-to-face
with Embraer’s engineers and tech reps to get the
latest updates and detailed information about our
airplanes.”
“EJOA has become a clear advocate for the
owners and operators of Phenoms, Legacy
450/500’s and now the Praetor 500/600’s.
They have demonstrated open and candid
communication with Embraer and its suppliers
and take a pro-active approach to address owners’
questions and concerns with timely follow-up.
“The EJOA website Forum provides a searchable
archive of past discussions and is a good resource
for a variety of operational questions.”

Full
Fly-By-Wire:
Award-Winning
Innovation for
Embraer
In 1968, Embraer’s pioneering
Bandeirante made its maiden
flight, relying on the pilot’s
commands to control the aircraft
through a series of cables and
pulleys. The Tucano, Impanema,
Brasilia, Xavante, and many
other Embraer models fully
relied on mechanical controls.
In the 1980s, The AMX A-1 was
debuted as Embraer’s first hybrid
fly-by-wire aircraft. Decades later,
Embraer proudly unveiled their first
full fly-by-wire (FFBW) aircraft, the
Legacy 450 and the Legacy 500.
In 2010, Embraer received the
FlightGlobal Achievement award
for adding FFBW technology to the
mid-size jet category. “It would have
been easy to stick with mechanical
systems but Embraer has now made a
leap of faith and imagination,” wrote
the FlightGlobal awards committee.
“We stand by fly-by-wire innovation
because it increases safety for pilots,
passengers and crew.”
FFBW highlights two of Embraer’s
most important pillars: safety and
high performance, and Embraer is
proud to implement the technology
in its future aircraft.

LESS IS MORE
The development of the FFBW
system eliminates all heavy steel
cable controls and has launched an
era of commands controlled fully
through wired electronic systems.
The Legacy 600 and 650, Phenom
100 and 300 are equipped with
partial fly-by-wire- meaning some
systems are controlled electronically
while others are still actuated
mechanically.

After certification of the Legacy
500 in 2014, Embraer started to
utilize the FFBW in their aircraft,
including in the Legacy 450 and 500
and Praetor 500 and 600. Outside
of the business jet category, the
commercial E2 family and the KC390 military jet also implement
FFBW.

WHY IS FULL FLY-BY-WIRE
BETTER?
The replacement of heavy
mechanical cables and pulleys
for electric wiring makes aircraft
lighter and, therefore, more
efficient. It consumes less fuel,
is more economical, and reaches
higher cruising speeds. It also
increases performance, allowing
aircraft to take off from smaller
runways, opening up more airports
to land at and expanding business
aviation ventures.
FFBW also adds to the stability of the
aircraft and subtlety of controls and
active turbulence detection, making
for a more comfortable and less
fatiguing flight for both pilots and
passengers.
The required space for mechanical
controls is also now available to
expand luggage compartments or
cabin dimensions, allowing for greater
comfort and payload capability.

FFBW modernizes the cockpit
and utilizes a more dynamic,
assertive, and elegant interface
and human factors technology to
better assist pilots. Flight phases
can be automated, helping reduce
workload and aiding in situational
awareness. The software performs
background protects and checks
functions to act as a backup monitoring system for the
pilots, basically acting as a third
perspective and added layer of
safety.
Many large commercial jets are
equipped with FFBW technology,
but Embraer is the first and
primary company to bring the
benefits of this technology to the
business aviation world, starting in
the mid-size and super-mid-size
range.
In the words of Product Strategy
Director Alvadi Serpa, “[This
technology] puts us ahead of our time
and shows how innovative we can
be.”
In addition to the FlightGlobal
Achievement Awards in 2010,
the FFBW system developed by
Embraer was nominated for the
Collier Trophy 2014, another major
award in global aviation. C
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ASSOCIATION MESSAGE

SAVE
THE
DATES!
MAY 3 - 6, 2020
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

Your annual EJOA conference will
again take place in conjunction with
Embraer’s annual TechCare conference
for North America. We will convene
at the beautiful JW Marriott San
Antonio Hill Country Resort and Spa
in San Antonio, Texas. The event will
commence on Sunday, May 3, 2020
with a jointly sponsored Welcome
Reception and continue through EJOA’s
conference, member banquet and
live auction on Monday, May 4th, and
conclude with Embraer’s TechCare
conference, wrapping up on May 6th.
Our chosen resort venue offers a
multitude of amenities that may
inspire you to come early and stay
late! During the summer season, local
San Antonio residents are among the
guests who choose this resort for their
annual ‘stay-cation’. Our pre-summer
conference dates should provide a
relaxing adult dominated environment.
Two TPC golf courses are located onsite, along with a full-service spa with
its own private pool, six restaurants –
each with its own unique atmosphere
and theme, and the six-acre River Bluffs
Water Experience offering multiple pools
and water features for all ages.
Favorable conference rates have been
negotiated for all attendees. Check
our website at ejoa.aero in January for
more details on the venue, registration,
and room reservation links.
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Photos:
(Clockwise)
Entrance to the JW
Marriot Resort and
Spa, TPC Oaks Golf
Course, Resort Library,
Aerial View of the
Hotel, Pool & Deck.

San Antonio International Airport
(KSAT) is the nearest suitable airfield,
and Million Air San Antonio has been
identified as the preferred FBO for
our event. Million Air has ample
ramp space right in front of the FBO,
discounted ramp fees for this event
for our members, and a Hertz rep on
site. They accept most major contract
fuel cards AND they are the only CAA
fuel provider in the area! Transit time
by automobile to the resort is typically
less than 30 minutes. Uber and Lyft
are readily available.
Presentation topics for another series
of helpful, useful and educational
presentations are in the works. We
welcome your comments and input to
help guide us toward topics that are of
the greatest importance to you. We are
also searching for valuable and useful
items to offer for bid at our live auction
Monday evening, May 4th. What would
you like to bid on?
Please let us hear from you at 513876-JETS (5387), or by email at
execdir@ejoa.aero.
Also look for more information from
Embraer regarding their annual
TechCare portion of this event!
See you in San Antonio!!
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CONTRACT
PILOTS

M

By Lance VanWormer

ost jet owners will use a
contract pilot at some point
during ownership.

Are you making sure the contract
pilot is approved to fly your aircraft
on your insurance policy? Is the pilot
covered on your policy if he is sued
for an accident? If the pilot is injured,
are their own injuries covered on your
policy?

For our purposes here, let’s assume
you need a pilot approved to relocate
your aircraft.
There are two ways to be approved to
fly on an aircraft insurance policy.
1) You meet the Open Pilot Warranty.
2) You are a Named Pilot.
If you find a contract pilot for your
specific jet, that pilot is most likely
going to be typed in the aircraft
and have a decent amount of
experience in the aircraft meaning
he will probably meet the Open Pilot
Warranty. However, pay attention
to the annual recurrent training
requirements. There are a couple
carriers who are very firm on training
being done in a motion-based sim.
If the contract pilot completed his
recurrent training in-aircraft instead
of sim, they now do not meet the
Open Pilot Warranty. The only other
way to be approved for the flight is to
be specifically approved as a Named
Pilot. If this is a one-time flight,
there is a good chance the carrier will
approve the pilot for the flight even
without completing the sim training,
but if they are going to be flying on
a regular basis, they will probably
require the pilot goes to sim school.
So, we have the contract pilot as a
Named Pilot on the policy now. He
is covered now, right? No, he is
approved to fly, not covered. One of
the most common misconceptions
in aviation insurance is that being
a Named Pilot means that pilot is
automatically covered or an Insured
on the policy for any lawsuits that
may be brought against them for an
aircraft accident. This is not true.
On turbine aircraft policies, there is
no difference in coverage between
flying under the Open Pilot Warranty
or being a Named Pilot. Meeting the
Open Pilot Warranty or being a Named
Pilot simply means you are approved
to fly the aircraft. All this does is
validate the policy for the Named
Insured or policyholder (the owner of
the aircraft or company operating the
aircraft). Now, if there is an accident
while that contract pilot is flying, the
damage to the aircraft is covered and
the policyholder is covered if they are
sued.

input needed

Who else other than the owner of
the aircraft is insured then? The
definition of insured in aircraft
policies is quite broad. Most policies
will define insured as “not only
the Named Insured, but also any
person while using or riding in the
aircraft.” However, they follow this
definition with several exclusions.
Without pasting all of the exclusions
verbatim, the following are some
examples of parties who are excluded
from being an Insured: any person
or organization who manufactures,
builds, sells aircraft, engines,
components, accessories or fuel
used in aircraft, repair shops, flight
schools, airlines, airports, charter
operators, pilot training centers,
flight instructors, pilot services.
Basically, any person or company
who is in the business of aviation
is excluded as an Insured. What
this does mean though is that if
you have a friend or family member
who flies your aircraft for pleasure
and they are not in the business of
aviation, they are already included

as an Insured. It is also worth noting
that full-time crew who are regular
employees of yours would already be
insured for liability by virtue of their
employment status. The reason the
aviation businesses are excluded is
because the insurance carriers expect
that anyone who is in the business
of aviation already has their own
policy to cover them for their aviation
exposures. As we know, this isn’t
always true. If the contract pilot
works for a large company, they may
have non-owned aircraft coverage
to protect them. For an individual
contract pilot though, it is nearly
impossible to get them a policy with
adequate limits that would not cost
an outrageous amount of premium.
Back to our example, you may
have noticed in the above list that
people or organizations providing
pilot services are excluded. So, our
contract pilot is approved for the
flight, but they have no coverage
themselves on the aircraft policy.

continue on page 16 >>>
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CONTRACT PILOTS by Lance VanWormer

2.) Damage to the aircraft itself that he causes.

aircraft in a holding company that is different
from the parent company that holds the work
comp policy, coverage would not automatically
flow through. It is a complex process to
arrange coverage for pilots in this situation,
so make sure your agent has experience with
setting this coverage up to flow properly.

There is only one way to protect him on the primary
aircraft policy for both of these exposures and that is
to have that pilot or his company added as Additional
Insured with a Waiver of Subrogation. This is done
by endorsement and by adding them by endorsement,
this supersedes the exclusion. Being Additional
Insured protects the pilot for the liability portion and
the Waiver of Subrogation protects them from being
subrogated against by the insurance carrier for any
losses they pay out for damage to the aircraft itself.

As you can see, there are several issues to
consider when using contract pilots and what
is often the case in insurance, it’s not always
black and white. This was just one example
of a relationship between aircraft owners and
pilots, but there are several more with varying
specifics. Anytime you have a flight that is
different than your normal operations, it’s
always a good idea to run the scenario by your
aircraft insurance agent for their guidance. C

A contract pilot has two exposures that can be
covered on an aircraft policy.
1) Liability for bodily injury or property damage arising
out of an accident while he was flying.

Now the contract pilot is approved AND covered.
Everyone is happy! As an aircraft owner, be mindful
of adding too many Additional Insureds, though. In
fact, I would recommend not adding any person or
organization as Additional Insured who you are not
contractually required to. Your liability limit does not
increase for every Additional Insured added. You and
all the Additional Insured parties on your policy are
all sharing your one liability limit. This effectively
dilutes the liability coverage for the owner. If you are
already carrying low limits, there may be insufficient
coverage left for you if a settlement is paid out on
behalf of the contract pilot. This may be a good time
to ask your agent if higher limits are available.
What if the contract pilot is injured or killed while
flying your aircraft? Are their own injuries covered?
Not on the aircraft policy. An aircraft insurance
policy also excludes any bodily injury or death to
an employee while acting in the course of such
employment. If the pilot is hired by you to provide
pilot services, they are considered an employee. On
the insurance side, it does not matter whether they
are acting as an independent contractor or are a fulltime employee. They are considered an employee
either way. 1099 vs W2 is only a tax issue, not an
insurance issue.
So, why are these injuries to employees excluded?
Because injuries or death to employees are covered
by a worker’s compensation policy. If the contract
pilot works for a large company, they may already
have a work comp policy in place or the pilot’s
health insurance may cover his injuries. But
what happens if his health insurance company
subrogates against you because they deemed
you were responsible for the accident via some
mechanical or airworthiness issues with your
aircraft? As an aircraft owner, you can carry work
comp coverage for a contract pilot regardless of
whether they are full-time crew or just one-time
contractors. If you use your aircraft for your
business and it is registered to your business, your
businesses work comp policy could cover the pilot
as well. However, be aware that if you have your
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Lance VanWormer
(615) 435-8295
lvanwormer@chappellsmith.com

Wings for Humanity
Bringing Relief to Those in Need

Wings for Humanity (WFH),
a non-profit humanitarian
aid organization, works in
remote areas where traditional
transportation is not available.

Join us in
making the
world a
better place

A $1/day donation
provides fuel
for three
medivac flights.
To Donate
visit us at
www.wings4humanity.org
1-888-477-8945
dd@flyawa.org

WHEN THE RUDDER
MEETS THE ROAD

C.Y.A. WITH CS&A
When it hits the fan is not the time to wonder,

NOT just a price-driven commodity; it is truly a

“Am I covered?!” Covering Your Aircraft is our top

partnership that requires a commitment from both

priority. At CS&A Insurance we are experts in the

parties. In most cases, “cheaper” is not always “better.”

Aviation Industry striving to provide our clients with

When clients base their purchasing decisions solely

more than just “Insurance”. We add value through

on price, they tend to find themselves underinsured

education and risk management to help customers

at the time of a claim.

better prepare for claims situations. Insurance is

C.Y.A. TODAY AT AVIATIONINSURANCE.COM

800-999-1109
WWW.AVIATIONINSURANCE.COM

1006 MERYLINGER COURT
FRANKLIN,
TENNESSEE 37067
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9/11
AND
A NEW
GENERATION:
What Will be
Remembered?
And How?
By
Elizabeth C. Allen,
Victoria L. Gustafsson,
and David Keck
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9/11 AND A NEW GENERATION

W

here were you when you first
heard that someone had a flown
in a plane into one of the Twin
Towers of the World Trade Center?
Most readers of Contrails can
answer that question. Learning that not just one, but
four planes had been hijacked and that murderers
were flying them into targeted buildings shocked
us so much that our particular memories of time
and place endure. Yet, we are now entering a time
when those getting pilots licenses do not have
personal memories of those towers collapsing (and
many were not even born then). Not only are they
too young to remember where they were that day,
but they also have no memories of what aviation
was like on September 10, 2001. How will the future
readers of Contrails relate to events that forever
changed the world of aviation, events that they
cannot directly remember? What will this history
mean for the next generation?
Those who were flying in the 1990s recognize that
the attacks transformed aviation significantly in
many different ways, so much so that one can speak
of aviation before and after 9/11. Retrospective,
ten-year anniversary articles in trade publications
such as Flight Global, Business Insider, and many
others summarized these changes. The earlier,
relatively smoother experience of boarding a
plane became a long process, one now overseen
by a new government entity, the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA). With body scanners,
shoe removal, stricter restrictions on what items
were allowed on the plane, the queues became
longer and the process became harder. Once on
the plane the experience changed as well – locked
cockpit doors and passengers and crew members
fearful that they might be the only defense against
possible terrorists on board.
The airline industry as a whole also experienced
dramatic changes. Airlines lost billions of dollars,
leading to job cuts totaling 160,000 in the
decade after 9/11. To combat revenue losses and
increasing overhead (such as increased expenses
for insurance), airlines began charging extra fees
for things such as checked baggage – making
air travel increasingly expensive. As a result,
passengers began carrying on nearly 60 million
more bags a year, slowing down both the new
security checkpoints and the entire boarding
process. Meanwhile, a complete overhaul of security
has arguably made flying significantly safer than
before, but also is costing $7.4 billion or more every
year. Additionally, increasing costs, for both airlines
and passengers, has led to downsizing both in the
industry as a whole as well as in customer service.
While older, smaller airlines went under, other
titans in the industry merged, such as Continental
and United Airlines. For many airlines, cutting costs
means “cuts in food, customer service, capacity,
[and] onboard conditions.”
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Cancer Patients Fly Free…

…in Empty Seats on Corporate Jets.
Corporate Angel Network
arranges free flights to treatment
for cancer patients in the empty
seats on corporate jets.
Since 1981, Corporate Angel
Network, a not-for-profit
organization, has worked with more

56,000 flights and counting!
(866) 328-1313 www.corpangelnetwork.org
Twitter: @corpangelnet
Instagram: @corporateangelnetwork

than 500 corporations including half
the Fortune 100, to fly more than
56,000 cancer patients to specialized
treatment and currently transports
225 patients each month.
The process is simple. Call or visit
our website for more information.

Corporate Angel Network
Bringing Cancer Patients
Closer To Their Cure.
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9/11 AND A NEW GENERATION

Since planes began flying again in
September, 2001, the Aircraft Owners
and Pilots Association (AOPA) has
been advocating for the rights of
general aviation as well promoting
safety measures among its members.
Despite the dramatically increased
number of frustrating temporary
flight restrictions (TFRs) as well
as new rules for identification and
security, this part of the aviation
community continues to take pride in
promoting safety for everyone. Still,
as early as 2008, AOPA President Phil
Boyer was concerned about pilots
becoming “lax” in their security
measures. The memory of 9/11 was
becoming, perhaps, less important
than it had been initially.
As recently as a few years ago,
incoming students training to be
pilots, air traffic controllers, safety
experts, and engineers at EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University (the
authors’ university), would still have
at least some personal memories of the
event. But today, many of the incoming
freshmen were in the womb or still
nursing when the planes crashed. How
will they relate to 9/11? What will it
mean for them to remember?
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One of the challenges in remembering
is simply understanding what the
world was like before the attack. The
decade or so before had seen the end
of the Soviet Union and the victory
of democracy over communism. The
defining fear of several generations
– another global, possibly
thermonuclear conflict between
superpowers – was no longer felt to
be a danger. America seemed to be
the sole remaining superpower, and
the prospects for the future and an
enduring peace looked better than
ever. 9/11 changed everything. Bishop
Peter Storey expressed it well when
he noted that on that day almost
twenty years ago, we went from a
predictable 9-1-1 world, where a
phone call could bring whatever help
you needed, to a chaotic 9/11 world
where passenger planes become
weapons and nothing seems secure.
Today’s students cannot remember a
time when the United States did not
have soldiers in combat zones. How
can generations that have known
only terrorism and war appreciate the
transformation wrought by 9/11? They
can access videos of the destruction,
but how will these affect them?

Another challenge is that how to learn
about and appreciate these events
in the midst of a culture that is also
struggling to remember and honor.
Even those who remember the events
sometimes seem not to care very much.
The September 11 Victim Compensation
Fund, which provides for financing the
health care costs for first responders
suffering ongoing medical issues,

faced extended opposition in congress
(opponents cited budgetary concerns,
seemingly putting finances over
patriotic gratitude).
In the public mind, have we reached
a kind of closure on the events
of 9/11, one that makes us less
interested in remembering? Osama
bin Laden is dead, George W. Bush
declared “mission accomplished,”
and we have not had another major
terrorist incident of such magnitude.
The fact that there are some major
9/11 conspirators, such as Khalid
Sheikh Mohammed, who are still
awaiting trial in Guantanamo Bay is
not widely appreciated.
It is hard to separate 9/11 per se
from the events that followed,
particularly the Patriot Act and wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan. America’s
responses to being attacked have
resulted in conflicts at home. As
Americans continue to struggle with
these responses to terrorism, and as
veterans themselves are becoming
more active politically and raising
questions about American military
intervention, what will happen to the
way we remember 9/11? New York
Mayor Rudy Giuliani had been a hero
for his leadership that helped unite
the country – now he is viewed as a
partisan figure; how can we recover
the unity and common purpose that
we had on 9/12?

Indeed, the passage of time
means that the impact of 9/11 gets
diminished each year; as other events
happen, it becomes harder to see how
important 9/11 was at the time. Tenyear retrospectives were complex
enough. Now, as we come closer to
the twentieth anniversary, assessing
the significance of 9/11 over the
longer twenty-year period will be
even more difficult.

AIRCRAFT
FINANCING

Fortunately, aviation culture tends
to respect its history. Many airports
carry the names of pilots who are
to be remembered, either for their
achievements or because of their
deaths while flying. Pilots know that
a safe landing is not guaranteed, and
that it could well be their name on a
memorial plaque someday. Similarly,
many communities have aviation
museums; pilots recognize that they
fly in craft that are the product of
many innovators and risk takers
whose memories continue to inspire.
How about today’s students? The
current generation of students face
decisions about remembering 9/11.
While there are reasons to be concerned
about the transmission of memory,
there are also encouraging signs.
Some students have learned about
9/11 and intentionally make the effort
to remind others of the event. They
may call for a moment of silence at
some point in the day. In so doing,
they simultaneously respect the
past and witness to the fragility of
memory – one student prefaced her
remarks on a team bus, “Some of you
may or may not have realized that
today, September 11th, marks the 16th
anniversary of the terrorist attacks.”
Pilots report that many of their
classes often allude somewhat
to 9/11 and its impact on their
profession. On the one hand, they
know it is important, but on the
other hand, some instructors may
simply assume that everyone knows
about the events, so why pause and
reflect on them again?
Hence as Embry-Riddle looks ahead
to the 20th anniversary, we encourage
students to ask their instructors,
parents, and family members about
their memories of what happened.
This simple question has created
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opportunities for parents and young
adults to connect in powerful ways.
One student, who was but two days
away from her fourth birthday on
9/11/2001, does not directly remember
what her mother recollected: she and
her young sister trying to console
their mother as “tears started
dripping down [her mother’s]
cheeks.” The student now appreciates
“how much my mom was affected
by it. It was clear that she could
remember every detail from that day
and that to this day it is something
she still thinks about.”
One student at Embry-Riddle
recognized that while she does not
personally remember 9/11, she can
commit to learning and not forgetting.
Watching original footage of the events
and visiting the 9/11 Memorial Museum
in New York City have allowed her in
some sense to “experience” the events.
For her, the current situation of long
wars abroad and divided politics at
home shapes the way she thinks about
9/11. She, in effect, “remembers”
people lining up to donate blood, flying
flags, or simply leaning on each other
“for love and support.” Acknowledging
the absence of personal memories, she
also acknowledges both her own desire
to see a “united, hopeful America”
as well as her responsibility to not
forget. The previous generation cannot
help but remember. Some in the next
generation are choosing not to forget.
Each generation must reckon with the
defining memories of their parents
and grandparents – the Kennedy
assassination or the Apollo moon
landing, for example. But because 9/11
changed aviation so drastically, new
pilots face a special challenge as they
(and our society as a whole) looks
ahead to its twentieth anniversary.
What we remember and how we
remember are critical choices before
us. Although we all face challenges in
remembering, the next generation can
respond faithfully. Indeed, how the
generation that does not remember
and yet chooses not to forget carries
the story forward in their own careers
will continue to sustain the memories
and meaning of 9/11. C
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QR CODES
by JULIA MILLER
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Welcome to the winter
round of QR Codes!
This season has been a
huge success for Embraer,
featuring a memorable
50-year anniversary
celebration at the Dubai Air
Show 2019 including the
Name Unveiling of their new,
unmatched multi-mission
medium aircraft. Flexjet
entered into a new $1.4
billion deal with Embraer,
and they’ve partnered with
the Brazilian Air Force to
continue bringing top-notch
innovation to the world of
aviation. We’re also featuring
a sneak peek of what you can
expect in the next 50 years!
Thank you for reading.
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C-390 Name Unveiling: See the new C-390 at its Name Unveiling at the Dubai Air Show 2019. Designed to set new standards in its category, the C-390 offers a rivaled combination
of speed, payload and rapid configurability that makes it the
answer for global demand of airlift capabilities.

50th Anniversary at Dubai Air Show: Watch Embraer celebrate its 50-year anniversary with an unprecedented expedition
of 5 of the world’s most advanced aircraft at the Dubai Air Show
2019, including the best mid-sized jet ever made, the most
successful business jet of the last decade, the world’s bestselling
light jet for 7 years in a row, and more. Don’t miss the one of a
kind tech-lion Prophet Hunter E195E2!

C-390 Millennium: Scan to learn more about the joining of
two great forces – the Brazilian air force and Embraer. Born
of this partnership, the new generation transport aircraft was
made – the C-390 Millennium. See how technology will expand
human capability and make a difference in many lives.
Embraer and Flexjet: Check out this announcement by
Michael Amalfitano following a 16 year-journey of unmatched
innovation. He is joined by the CEO of Flexjet to celebrate together the fleet launch of the Praetor – a 1.4 billion dollar deal.
Pulse Concept: You don’t want to miss this Pulse concept!
Scan this QR Code to learn what you can expect in the next 50
years of aviation and watch as Embraer displays its innovative
ideas for our future.

THE BEST
JUST GOT BETTER
How do you top having the world's best-selling light jet for
six years running? You make it even better. More spacious.
More ergonomic. More technologically advanced. And
more phenomenal.
Now, the world’s fastest, longest range single-pilot
aircraft is also the most intuitively luxurious light
jet in all of business aviation. Introducing the beautifully
designed and brilliantly engineered Phenom 300E –
the new standard in value and customer experience.

EmbraerExecutiveJets.com

In Search of a

GREAT
CHECKLIST

By Wayne Rash

Y

ou’d think that
using your iPad
to run a checklist
would be fairly
easy, and it is, but finding
the right checklist for
your airplane is another
pple’s much-vaunted
issue.
augmented reality capabil-

A

ities have taken a while to

Aviation checklist
apps
get into the air,
but that’s
changing with FlyQ
seem like slowly
an obvious
Insight from Seattle Avionics.
use
for your iPad. The
screen is big enough tomake everything visible,
especially at night. Done
properly, an app can
record that you checked
off a task, and depending
on the circumstances, can
automatically take you
to the next stage of the
checklist. It’s also possible
to include conditional
tasks that can be skipped
in certain circumstances,
such as turning on the air
conditioning on a hot day
but not on a cold day.
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With this in mind, I went in search
for a great checklist app for the
iPad. The pickings were slimmer
than I expected. If you go through
the App Store looking for aviation
checklists, you’ll see quite a few that
won’t apply to you. For example,
there are many designed specifically
for the Cessna 172 and the Piper
PA-28. But look for something for
Pilatus or Embraer aircraft, or a
Cessna Citation, and you won’t find
much at all.
What’s worse is that some of
the apps available for a task as
important as an aviation checklist
seem to have been built on
someone’s kitchen table, and as
a result didn’t show the kind of
professional quality that instills
confidence. One app crashed most
of the time when I tried to run it.
Another never got past the account
creation page. Several apps provided
no means of contacting customer
support, so if there’s a problem
while you’re at the FBO getting
ready to use it, you’re on your own.
Fortunately, there are some bright
spots in the checklist world. A
number of EFBs include a checklist,
frequently a generic one into
which you can build one that fits
your aircraft. ForeFlight includes
checklists. Feel free to check out
the ones we did find that seem to be
useful:
Qref, for example, is well known for
their wide array of checklists, and
they have a series of well-designed
general aviation checklists for the
most popular aircraft. The app itself
is free, but each checklist in the
list of standard ones costs $9.99.
Pilots of more substantial aircraft
can request a checklist which may
be available. However, when I spoke
with the company, I was told that
a much-updated checklist app is in
development that would include a lot
more than just common GA airplanes.
In the meantime, Qref isn’t adding
new aircraft to its existing checklist
collection. But if you have a need
for a specific one, the company will
develop a custom checklist app for
you. You can also develop your own
checklist with the Qref app.

One innovative approach to
checklists comes from Miralou
Aero, which combines synthetic
speech, speech recognition, and a
series of well-designed interactive
checklists to create a challengeresponse approach to using a
checklist. You can use this approach
in a couple of ways.
You can, for example, have
MiraCheck read each checklist
item, and then move on to the next
when you answer appropriately.
For example, MiraCheck will say
“Control wheel lock” and you’ll
respond “Remove,” at which point
that item will be checked on the
screen and MiraCheck will move on
to the next item.
You can move through the entire
checklist this way as you do your
preflight, which is handy since you
don’t have to carry a paper checklist
around while you’re checking the
aircraft. MiraCheck moves on to
takeoff, inflight, and post-flight
checklists that you can invoke as you
need them.
Perhaps the most useful part of
MiraCheck, as well as any other welldesigned iPad checklist, is emergency
checklists that are readily at hand.
If you’ve had an inflight emergency,

you know how frantic it can be to
locate your emergency checklists, find
the right one, and then get started
through the items on the list.
With MiraCheck, the emergency lists
are a tab away, and all you have to
do is touch the tab to see the choice
of lists. Important details of each
type of emergency, followed by the
actions to be taken, including the
proper airspeed, the emergency
frequency to use and other
instructions and precautions that
apply to the emergency at hand.
MiraCheck has a wide selection of
business aircraft available, with
more available through open source
checklists. In addition, you can
create your own.
“MiraCheck has a robust content
authoring system where any
checklist content can be created to
customize to your exact workflow
and standards,” said Jeff Bonasso,
owner of Miralou Aero. “Much more
than a checklist, it allows authoring
content where a virtual co-pilot
narrates the responses, and voice
recognition can be used to control
the procedures completely handsfree. Although check items are a
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MiPAD - CHECKLIST APPS by Wayne Rash
core component, there are many
other item types as well, such as
text inputs, yes/no questions, picker
items, button menus, date/time
pickers, geolocation, sketch pads and
photo upload.”
And of course, if you don’t want to use
the voice features of MiraCheck, you
don’t have to. You can check boxes
manually, indicating task completion.
Sometimes, of course, you need
a checklist for systems that go
beyond the aircraft to include your
own decision-making. One tool
for this is called FRAT, which is
short for “Flight Risk Assessment
Tool.” There are several of these
available for the iPad, but one
that’s innovative comes from Z
Digital Pro. It includes the PAVE
and IMSAFE checklists.

Z Digital Pro’s FRAT presents a
questionnaire about the type of
aircraft, your origin and destination,
your experience and state of mind, and
about the conditions along your route
and about your experience. Fill out the
form, and you’ll get a risk assessment.
What’s useful is that FRAT includes
items that may increase the risk of
a particular flight and items that
may reduce the risk. As you progress
through the form, you’ll see a risk
score that goes up or down with
each entry. There’s also a colored
bar across the top that changes from
green to red depending on the level
of risk. There are suggestions at
the top of the screen whether you
should consider reducing risk, or
even (if high enough) whether the
risks are extreme.

I like the fact that FRAT includes
Based off of the FAA Safety Team
factors beyond just the airplane,
(FAAST) FRAT, it’s the next-best
including stress at home or on the job,
thing to the checklist available on the sleep or lack of it, and your experience
FAA website. However, the FAA has
in the aircraft type. And yes, you can
yet to develop their own mobile app
run up an impressive score if you fill
for FRAT.
out the form with an aircraft with

ai ex
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which you have limited experience,
flying in challenging conditions, into
airports that don’t have the resources
to handle your airplane.
While the company is adamant that
this should not be used as a go / no go
decision, it’s sure a good indication
that your flight may be ill-advised.
In addition, it serves nicely as a
sanity check. To find it, look for
“flight risk assessment tool” in
the App Store search bar. It’s free.
The company says that an update
to FRAT is expected by the end of
2019 that will improve the display
on the Apple Watch and make other
improvements, especially in how
it displays METARS, but it won’t
change the risk assessment function.
As always, we hope that these
interesting apps can become useful
tools within your iPad arsenal.
However, particularly with checklist
use, be sure to always follow your
manufacturer’s recommendations
within the POH and comply with any
and all federal regulations. C

y o u r g a t e w ay t o t h e o z a r k s
Thaden Field (VBT), in Bentonville, Arkansas, is a hub for anyone wishing to take to the skies. From its ﬁxed-base
operator, Summit Aviation, to Game Composites, a company redeﬁning aerobatic aircraft, there’s something for everyone.
The new FIELDHOUSE offers an exhibition hangar, premier ﬂight school and testing center, discovery ﬂights, fuel,
goods and provisions. For those seeking adventure, there’s Fly OZ’s network of backcountry grass airstrips and the
camaraderie of the OZ1 Flying Club. And you can end your day at LOUISE, a full-service café offering elevated airport
fare and one of the best cups of coffee in the world of aviation.
If you are in search of an experience, ﬂy in to Thaden Field and let us show you a new approach in aviation.

thadenfield.com

PHENOM
FOR THE
By Paul E. Eden

FUTURE
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A

round 2023, the
Royal Air Force
(RAF) expects
to receive its
first of five Boeing E-7
Airborne Early Warning
& Control aircraft. As
the E-7 comes online,
the veteran E-3 Sentry
will be withdrawn.
With it will go the
RAF’s last traditional,
steam-gauge cockpit;
every other type in
the Service’s frontline
inventory already has a
modern glass cockpit.
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Back in 2004, UK military planners
took a bold step towards generating
a dramatic new training system
designed to instruct the next
generation of aircrew and beyond.
That year, a fleet of new Hawk
Advanced Fast Jet Trainers was
ordered for the UK Military Flying
Training System (UKMFTS), which
aimed to replace and modernize the
entire aircrew training structure.

company, to supply and support
three fleets of fixed-wing training
aircraft. Students first meet the Grob
120TP Prefect for their elementary
flying training, before they are
“streamed” onto helicopters, fast
jets, or multi-engine courses,
depending in part on projected crew
requirements at the front line, but
also on aptitude and ability.

The Hawk entered service in 2009
under a partnership between Ascent
– a Babcock and Lockheed Martin
joint venture – and the UK Ministry of
Defence (MoD). By late 2018, UKMFTS
had rolled out new aircraft platforms
and a variety of synthetic (simulator)
devices across the full gamut of flying
training, from elementary, through
basic to advanced fixed-wing flying
and helicopters.

Peculiarly, the RAF does not consider
its twin-engined, multi-role Typhoon
jet as multi-engined, the description
instead applying to large aircraft
where a different set of handling
requirements and understanding are
required. Pilots selected to proceed
onto fast jets move from the Prefect to
the Beechcraft T-6C Texan II. Those
chosen for a multi-engine career
progress onto the Phenom 100, known
in RAF service as the Phenom T.MK 1.

Ascent uses Affinity Flying Training
Services, a KBR and Elbit Systems

Multi-engine training previously
occurred on turboprops, the King Air,
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but Affinity selected the diminutive,
straight-winged twin jet as the
optimum package in terms of stateof-the-art training and efficiency,
ordering five aircraft.

Cranwell base, set in the heart of
rural Lincolnshire, suggest the
Phenom and supporting synthetic
training facilities are proving to
be well up to requirements.

Built on Embraer’s impressive
Melbourne, Florida production line,
as are all today’s Phenoms, the
aircraft were delivered via Brazil from
July 2017. Elsewhere, Emirates and
Etihad were already training pilots
on the Phenom 100, and the RAF had
effectively been operating an Embraer
training aircraft since 1988. Built
under licence by Shorts, the UK’s
Tucano turboprops had been turning
out trainee fast jet pilots for almost
three decades.

No surprise there, except that the
programme is ahead of schedule,
which is perhaps a surprise after
a 2018 incident damaged two
aircraft, the second of which is
returning from repair as the first
course ends.

The experienced qualified flying
instructors (QFIs) delivering
that initial course have judged
its graduates at least as good
as those from the King Air, but
with the added bonus of learning
on the Phenom’s glass cockpit.
Instructor training on the Phenom
Students come to the Phenom’s
was well under way by summer last
Prodigy flightdeck from the
year, and in October 2019, the first
students graduated from the premier Grob’s Genesys Aerosystems
Phenom course. Reports from 3 Flying setup, and although the avionics
are from different manufacturers,
Training School (3 FTS) at its RAF
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PHENOM FOR THE FUTURE by Paul E. Eden
the philosophy of operation is
similar. From the Phenom they’ll
progress on to the RAF’s large
aircraft platforms, where the
philosophy and skills learned in the
Phenom ought to equip them well for
the glass-cockpit front line.

PHENOM TRAINING
Multi-engine pilot training is
delivered through 45 Squadron of
3 FTS. Before the Phenom, the unit
taught on a mix of so-called “Classic”
B200 and B200GT King Airs, the
latter with glass cockpits of an earlier
generation and the former with
steam gauges. Flight Lieutenant Chris
Tomlinson, a Phenom QFI, says the
King Air was a fine training aeroplane,
but its systems and associated
courseware were becoming dated
distractions of button pushes, moving aviation environment. Once upon a
compared to the aircraft students met switches, seat adjustments, and
time it was possible to fly into a large
on the frontline.
airport with very limited avionics,
anything else in the cockpit.
but now it’s best to let the aeroplane
Step into the familiar Phenom cockpit “Next they move onto the fixed base
manage itself while avoiding anything
from the surprisingly roomy Prefect
training device. It’s effectively a
else that’s out there.
and it’s obvious that a student
simplified simulator, with three large
making the same transition might feel screens for a view of the ‘outside
“The Phenom will do that. It’s
immediately at home. In the back, the world.’ It doesn’t move, but it flies
allowing us to graduate students
Phenom has remarkably comfortable like the proper aeroplane and has a
with a very advanced understanding
seats for a military aircraft, but
of avionics. When they go on to the
working cockpit.
otherwise lacks the majority of the
front line, they’ll already know the
“Students learn with greater fidelity
standard jet’s cabin conveniences.
processes inside and out. We used
when they go to the full flight
The aircraft usually operates only
to teach handling skills, but today
simulator, which looks identical to
with a flight crew of two and on
there’s more emphasis on leaving the
the aircraft cockpit, with a small
the occasions when passengers are
‘kit’ to do its work.”
projection screen, mirrors and
carried, they are generally rear crew
some ‘camera trickery’ to give the
FRONT LINE RELEVANCE
trainees along for air experience.
impression of looking out into the
Tomlinson is on hand to provide a
distance. It’s also full motion, so they Tomlinson and his colleagues consider
the Phenom an exceptional pilot
cockpit tour from an instructor’s
get a feel for the handling, too.”
training platform, but their graduates
perspective and he’s clearly a Phenom
Students step out to the Phenom for
are moving on to types far detached
fan. “We’ve obviously swapped
their first live flight after the initial
from the Phenom’s capabilities.
‘props’ for jets, but the avionics are
full
flight
simulator
phase
but
return
They may go to the Sentinel, for
also completely different, so the
to all the devices frequently, for
example, a Bombardier Global Express
method of operating the Phenom is
revision, to learn the procedures for
modified for ground surveillance, in
quite different to that for the King
new phases of flight before trying
which the flying isn’t so different to
Air.” Interestingly, the Phenom
their
hand
in
the
jet
and
to
work
regular bizjet work, except it involves
component of multi-engine training
through anything they might be
a great deal of “flying in circles.”
is little shorter than the comparable
finding difficult. A great deal can be
Alternatively, they may graduate on
King Air course, a result of the
learned in the sim, where there’s
to the Airbus A400M Atlas, a large
enhanced training package delivered
always
the
option
to
reset
and
try
four-turboprop airlifter that they’ll be
by Ascent alongside the new jet.
again without risk and at a fraction of expected to fly tactically at low levels,
“Students start on a part task trainer, the cost of live flying.
drop cargo and parachutists from,
effectively a replication of the three
and, ultimately, operate from semiprimary cockpit screens, on a desktop. “We’re teaching with an expanded
prepared strips.
There’s a huge amount of information focus on managing the avionics and
allowing the aeroplane to manage
“But the day-to-day business of a
contained in the on-screen menus,
itself, freeing students to become
multi-engine pilot is flying in and out
and they learn how to manipulate
involved in the increasingly busy
of busy airports,” Tomlinson says.
them and access data without the

continue on page 38 >>>
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“So, students quickly find themselves
flying into international airports, flying
holding patterns. They need to know all
the procedures and be able to comply
with them. Once they have that, we
move on to more tactical work.
“We introduce formation and multiengine low level, then bring all that
learning together in a mixed-profile
mission. They’re given a task to arrive
overhead a specified point at a precise
time, in formation, then perform a
simulated inflight refueling before
landing somewhere else.
“We expect them to plan their fuel,
the departure from Cranwell and the
tools they need to descend into low
level. They need to hit their target
on time, meet with another aircraft
to simulate taking fuel, then ‘land
away.’ Then they turn the aircraft
around and come back to Cranwell.
It brings everything they’ve learned
together in one package.”

Lincolnshire base, but he notes that
the Phenom is faster and flies higher.
“Once you get the Phenom up to
40,000ft, which is where it likes to be,
it’s very efficient.”
And that’s great for students. It
means they experience flying at
altitude, in controlled airspace,
mixing with commercial airliners,
gaining familiarity with an
environment that will soon become
second nature. But, Tomlinson says
3 FTS does so much more with its
Phenoms. “The avionics will do a lot
for the pilot. An individual wanting to
go from A to B can tell the kit what to
do and it’ll manage that safely with
no problems. But we progress that
to low level, teaching multi-crew
techniques; we wouldn’t do low level
formation or the mixed profile flying
with just one person upfront.”

essential to military operations. The
avionics of the latest frontline models
relieve crews of much of the workload
traditionally involved in safely
operating the aeroplane, releasing
capacity for them to fly and manage
the mission, or “fight the aircraft” in
RAF parlance, more efficiently than
has ever been possible before.
In the Phenom, the Royal Air Force has
a multi-engine training platform that
is already successfully producing its
next generation of student pilots. “It’s
a well-designed, beautifully balanced
aircraft to fly, and its systems free
the students’ brains up to manage the
mission,” Tomlinson enthuses.

And those students themselves are a new
breed. Nurtured on modern technology,
they expect the Prefect to have nothing
less than a glass cockpit. When they meet
the Phenom, they expect menus in which
Crews operating modern multi-engine they can drill down to find functionalities
aircraft require an expanded skillset
beyond the immediately obvious. Now
that enables them to manage their
the first crop of graduates is moving on
In terms of performance, the Phenom crew resource in the air and, when
to learn their first frontline type, perhaps
and King Air are similar in range for
they land away from home base, their better equipped for the huge step into
45 Sqn’s purposes. Tomlinson reckons fuel, engineering requirements and
operational military flying than any
with just two pilots and full fuel they all the clearances and documentation nascent RAF multi-engine pilot has ever
could reach Majorca, Spain from their – even force protection elements –
been. C
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OVERLOOKED
AND
MISUNDERSTOOD
STATE TAXES ON
AIRCRAFT

By
Letisha D. Bivins

S

tate taxes are often overlooked in
general aviation. Whether you use
your plane for business or just for
personal pleasure, there are state taxes
that may apply to your plane in one or more
forms. 44 states impose sales and use tax on
planes. In addition, 42 states impose annual
personal property tax and/or registration tax
on planes.
I often hear, “I took delivery in Oregon, so
I don’t have to worry about sales and use
tax.” Another favorite: “I own my plane
in a Montana LLC, so I don’t have to pay
tax anywhere.” The craftiest is, “I don’t
owe tax to any state because my plane
is not really based anywhere, it’s always
moving around.” Unfortunately, all of these
statements are untrue, and a brief outline of
the various state taxes will explain why.
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“Sales and use tax” are actually two separate
taxes that should be generally seen as two
sides of a coin, where one side of the coin always applies. Taking delivery of your plane in
a tax-free state or “fly-away” state only deals
with one side of the coin (sales tax). Sales tax
applies where you purchase your plane, the
location where you take physical delivery of
the plane from the seller. The sales tax that
applies to a plane purchase is the same as the
sales tax you pay when you buy an item from
your local store.
Use tax is the other side of the coin and it
applies in most states for the privilege of
using or storing your plane in that state.
Therefore, unless you qualify for some type
of exemption or credit in the state where you
will ultimately base your plane, you may owe
use tax. Like sales tax, use tax is based on
your plane’s purchase price. In addition, the
use tax rate is usually the same rate as your
state’s sales tax rate.
Forming an entity in a tax-free state to own
your plane will not shield you from use tax in
the state where you actually base your plane.
There is a tax concept known as “nexus,”
which in simple terms means the state will
focus on physical presence or contact within
the state to determine if you owe tax to the
state. In other words, “hangar here, pay tax
here” is the motto most states follow when it
comes to planes.
This nexus concept leads to two more often overlooked state taxes, property tax and
registration tax. Some states impose both, but
most require one or the other. Property tax is
applied in a manner similar to the property tax
on your home in that it is based on the value
of your plane. It generally applies to planes in
the state as of a certain date each year (“lien
date”), but may also apply if your plane is
regularly in the state, even if absent on that
particular lien date. Property tax varies from
state to state, with the average annual amount
being 2% of the value of the plane.
Registration tax may be imposed in place of, or
in addition to, property tax. States with registration requirements require planes within
the state to be registered with a specific state
agency. This state registration is addition to
FAA registration requirements. The registration fees range from as little as $10 per year, to
as much as several thousand dollars per year,
and states cast a wide net for registration. In
fact, you may be required to register your plane
in a state even if you do not reside or have a
hangar space in the state. You could also be
subject to registration requirements in multiple states. For example, several states require
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OVERLOOKED AND MISUNDERSTOOD... by Letisha D. Bivins
non-residents to register if the plane
is in the state at least 60 days during
a calendar year. The days do not
have to be consecutive, and even a
few minutes in the state is considered a full day. Therefore, frequent
weekend visits or training flights to
a state could require you to register
your plane in that state.
You may be shrugging off the impact of state taxes. You would not be
the first to wonder, “How will the
state even know my plane is there?”
Well, states have several methods for
discovering and taxing planes. State
aircraft registration is one of those
methods. The registration applications sometimes require you to either
pay state sales or use tax or provide
proof of payment or exemption in
order to register the plane. Failure to
register the plane may be a criminal offense. Some states also impose
hefty penalties for planes discovered
in the state, but registered with the
FAA using an out-of-state address in
an attempt to avoid state taxes.

States also rely on external resources to seek out planes for unpaid
taxes. A copy of the FAA registry is
downloaded by an increasing number of states on a regular basis to
locate all new registrations with
an address within the state. Inquiry letters are then sent to the
owners to determine if taxes have
been properly paid on the plane.
Letters are also sent to local FBOs
requesting a listing of all tail numbers frequenting the FBO. State and
county agencies will even send plane
spotters to airports to write down
tail numbers, or use flight tracking
websites to capture tail numbers
regularly entering the state.
There is a silver lining in all this
state tax gloom. In most states, the
law provides various ways to reduce
or eliminate taxes. Proper planning
and compliance are key, and can
often lead to significant savings and
peace of mind. C

Letisha D. Bivins, Esq. is a Managing
Attorney at Advocate Consulting
Legal Group, PLLC, which serves the
tax, legal, and compliance needs of
general aviation clients throughout
the country. For more information,
visit www.advocatetax.com.
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MegaHertz and one that operates at 1090 MHz. If
you plan to fly above 18000 feet or outside the US,
then the 1090 MHz solutions are required. Some
manufacturers including Garmin make ADS-B
products that will transmit on one of the chosen
frequencies, but will receive on both, giving better
visibility of traffic.
There’s nothing else that’s required for Aireon to track your aircraft, although having an
ADS-B antenna on the top and bottom of your
aircraft will help its effectiveness. Tracking by
Aireon costs the aircraft operator nothing. Most
of the services Aireon provides are included as
part of the flight control services you’re already
receiving when you fly. This means that you’ll
get more efficient routing, better separation,
optimized tracks, and better predictability of
flight arrival times.
“When you look at parts of the world where business jets are most of the traffic, this now adds the
capability for air traffic control to offer enhanced
services,” Kronenburg said. He also noted that
Aireon meets the global mandate from the ICAO to
track every aircraft in at least 15 minute intervals.
Aireon also has the ability to generate an alert if
the power to the ADS-B equipment is cut. This
alert is viewed immediately in the Aireon control center and is sent to the aircraft operator.
The alert provides the last known position of
the aircraft, which can be invaluable in search
and rescue operations.
Aireon data and tracking products are primarily
aimed at airlines and corporate flight departments. These can include air taxi services and
some fractional ownership fleets. Smaller users
can work with Aireon’s channel partners, a list
of which can be found on the company’s website at aireon.com.
Aireon’s global flight surveillance has already
begun to transform aviation in a number of ways.
On a daily basis, it enables ATC to allow more
efficient routing and closer separation than was
previously possible, which will save both money and time. It will allow better management of
flight arrival times which adds efficiency. And it
provides a higher level of protection, especially
when flying over oceans and other areas where
radar coverage is sparse or absent.
And if something happens, they’ll know where
to find you. C
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WINTER CHILL

A pilot’s guide to making the coldest season your friend.
By Stefanie Lauber

Y

ou may or may not be a fan of winter (that’s
why there’s a place called “Florida”), and
that’s ok. Although, I’m willing to bet that
if you’re a pilot, you’ll put up with at least
some measure of “winter”; if not only for
the engine performance these non-summer months
tend to offer, then certainly for the adventure of travel. As with all things in life, there are pros and cons to
the flying conditions inherent of winter. Here’s how
they square up with the weather we’ve been experiencing so far across the U.S.
A review of the first signs of winter take us back to
October, when the first major accumulations of snow
piled up on the northern plains and Rockies. While
the Southeast U.S. was sweltering under the summer-like heat, the Northwest was bundled up in a
winter wonderland. This is obviously not the ideal
flying weather one embraces in the autumn, but the
nature of the beast is just that: like spring, fall is a
transition season and oftentimes calls for topsy-turvy
weather systems.
In fact, that snowstorm was not all that “early” considering Great Falls, MT sees its average first snowfall
during the first week of October. That doesn’t always
mean the first snowfall is going to dump about 4 feet
of snow in Browning, Montana, as was the case a few
months ago. The contrast between the simmering south
and snowy states caused concern for aviators on the go
for obvious reasons. No one likes ice, icing, or anything
remotely frozen when they’re behind the yoke and
that’s exactly what you get with the transition from fall
to winter. The melting and refreezing that can occur as
intermittent batches of chilly polar airmasses that funnel down the lower 48 in waves, causing transportation
headaches on the ground and above.

continue on page 50 >>>
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WINTER CHILL by Stefanie Lauber
You may remember this statistic from a previous edition: by an overwhelming lead, weather is the number
one reason for delays according to the Federal Aviation
Administration. The benefit of winter usually means
more consistent weather. Rather than leaping from 70°F
on Monday to 20°F by Tuesday, as can be the case during
fall, the overall weather is a bit more forgiving. This of
course ignores those pesky low-pressure systems (read:
nor’easters, clipper, and general snowstorms), which of
course still wreak havoc.
The cooler winter air is more dense and has more to
offer your airfoils and your engine. Increased air density allows for better thrust and gives a bigger “bite” to
both jet and propeller engines. Certainly, the prospect
of icing and freezing engine fluids course through the
mind, but this is a challenge of winter flying that should
be assessed and addressed during pre-flight checks.
VFR conditions tend to be more prevalent during the
winter time for much of the lower 48 as well, thanks
to the more stable airmasses settling in. Unfortunately,
daylight hours are limited, though. The glass half full in
this situation is that the winter solstice is the “shortest” day of the year and the northern hemisphere gains
daylight hours thereafter.
Looking ahead, the early snow accumulations from
this past fall can have delayed effects that impact air
travel. Many regions of the mountainous west depend
on snowpack melt in the spring as a major source of
water. This heavy accumulation could ultimately have a
generous role in reducing droughts and fire weather out
west that tend to cripple the surrounding communities
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and airspace. On the same note, all those snowy winter wonderlands you love to visit depend on the gifts
of winter weather. Ski trips are usually less fun when
most of the resort’s trails are off limits due to inadequate snow depths.
Weather has such a profound relationship with aviation
that the FAA and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) are working to understand
it in greater detail. According to the National Centers
for Environmental Information (NCEI) “planned development includes an Airport Weather Index that will
quantify the impact of weather on aircraft takeoffs
and landings due to factors such as convective storms,
reduced visibility, low ceilings and precipitation.” This
advanced modeling will allow the FAA and NOAA to
provide improved decision-making tools for the aviation community as a whole.
If none of this has motivated you to file your next flight
plan for a little winter getaway, that’s ok (no judgement,
promise!) The take-away here is that you need not fear
the crisp cool winter weather. Solid tips for navigating
the cold include always obtaining a weather brief. Know
what weather to expect along your route and avoid the
headaches of winter storms. Take your time with preflight inspections and preparations; these should generally take longer in the winter than the summer. Finally,
embrace the season! Don’t let a little chilly weather get
in the way of your need for altitude. Grab some patience,
be thorough and thoughtful in you preparation, then
prepare for takeoff. C
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Embraer C-390 Millennium Delivered
By Christine Culver

E

mbraer announced
at the Dubai Air
Show the name
and designation of its
multi-mission medium
jet aircraft, the Embraer
C-390 Millennium, named
for its increased flexibility
and value. Announced as
a joint venture between
Boeing and Embraer, the
Boeing-Embraer Defense
C-390 aircraft is transport
and cargo aircraft
designed for a variety of
military operations.
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designation will be maintained for the generation of airlift and air mobility
operators that have opted for the aerial aircraft,” said Marc Allen, Boeing’s
president of Embraer Partnership and
refueling capability.
Group Operations.
“With the C-390 Millennium we
“The name of our joint venture
will be able to deliver the right
solution to our customers, according represents the strong partnership
between Embraer and Boeing that will
to their specific needs,” said
strengthen the global competitiveness
Jackson Schneider, president and
CEO of Embraer Defense & Security. of this incredible aircraft and broaden
the target markets, developing and
“The C-390 is a highly capable
generating greater value for the C-390
aircraft. Its unrivaled combination
program to offer the best for our
of speed, payload and rapid
reconfigurability for multi-mission future customers,” said Schneider.
operations are the cornerstones of
Portugal signed a contract to acquire
its excellent productivity.”
five C-390s in August 2019 with
deliveries slated for 2023.
Embraer joined forces with Boeing
in order to promote and develop
The Boeing–Embraer Defense
new markets specifically for the
C-390. Embraer will have 51 percent partnership is one of two planned
ventures between Boeing and
ownership of Boeing Embraer –
Embraer. Boeing Brasil – Commercial
Defense, with Boeing holding the
will be a joint venture comprising
remaining
49
percent.
Currently,
The C-390 Millennium received its
the commercial aviation operations
the joint venture is undergoing
Civil Certification from the Brazilian
of Embraer, with 80 percent owned
regulatory approval.
National Aviation Agency (ANAC) in
by Boeing and 20 percent owned by
2018 and is now in full production. The
Embraer. Both joint ventures remain
“Boeing
Embraer
–
Defense
will
first delivery to FAB was in September
2019 and more deliveries are expected unlock significant value in the state- subject to regulatory approval and are
expected to close in early 2020. C
of-the-art C-390 Millennium as it
by the end of 2019. The KC-390
enters service and leads the next
In 2009, the Brazilian Air Force
(FAB) contracted Embraer to
design, develop, and manufacture
an aircraft to replace their aging
C-130 fleet. Designed for cargo and
airlift and air mobility missions
in mind, Embraer was also tasked
with designing an aircraft with little
maintenance downtime in order
to keep the operating costs low.
Embraer designed an aircraft to set
new standards for its category; the
C-390 features increased mobility,
a rugged design, higher flexibility,
state-of-the-art proven technology
and more efficient maintenance. The
Millennium can perform a variety of
missions including aerial refueling,
cargo and troop transport, cargo
and paratrooper airdrop, search
and rescue, aerial firefighting and
humanitarian missions.
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